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The surficial geologic map units represent the materials expected to be
encountered beneath the topsoil. Rock exposures without soil are shown as bedrock
outcrop. Thin surficial layers that are chiefly restricted to the soil profile are not
shown. Unit contact lines, descriptions, and map symbols were determined from
observation and sampling of 13 natural, gravel pit, and construction exposures,
and description and sampling of 7 Giddings probe auger borings during the
2008 field season. Auger borings ranged from 0 to 14 feet (4 meters) deep (2
met immediate refusal). Water well logs, shallow soil borings done in a Works
Progress Administration project (various authors, 1940, 1941, and 1942), and St.
Louis County soil map descriptions (Natural Resources Conservation Service,
2009) were also consulted.
Capitalized formation names are formal lithostratigraphic units; uncapitalized
member names are informal units at this time.
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DESCRIPTION OF MAP UNITS
HUDSON EPISODE
Qhp

Qha

Peat and other organic sediments—Partially decomposed plant matter
with organic-rich silt and marl (calcareous silt and clay); dark gray
to black, soft and compressible; deposited in bogs and swamps.
Typically found in low areas on the surface of former outwash
plains and in depressions formed by melting, buried, glacial ice.
Includes adjacent narrow deposits of alluvium along streams, and
small bodies of open water. Some peatlands have been drained
and/or filled for development.
Floodplain alluvium and disturbed sediment—A dark upper horizon,
generally less than 6 feet (2 meters) thick, consisting of unbedded
or thinly interbedded silt, clay, sand, and organic material, including
scattered wood and shell fragments, which overlie sand, gravel,
and boulders. Interpreted to be overbank deposits accumulating
on the modern floodplain. Channel sediment is too narrow to
map separately. Streams flowing down the steep side of the Lake
Superior basin generally do not have floodplains wide enough to
map. In the coastal plain along Lake Superior, alluvium is much
thicker; it has filled a deep valley cut by the St. Louis River when
the level of Lake Superior was much lower. Here, much of the
surface has been covered with fill, and the boundary between land
and water is artificial. In places, contacts with other map units
are scarps.
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Barnum Formation—Glacial sediment of Superior provenance deposited
by Superior-lobe ice. Includes related deposits reworked by
meltwater and gravity. Its members mapped in the Duluth Heights
quadrangle, from oldest to youngest, are the Lakewood, Moose
Lake, Wrenshall, and Knife River members. These members are
associated with a sequence of separate Superior-lobe ice advance
phases (the Split Rock, Nickerson, and Marquette phases), and
the Duluth phase of glacial Lake Superior). In each phase, ice
advanced into proglacial lakes, incorporated some of the underlying
fine-grained lake sediment, and deposited a fine-grained till. Of
the proglacial lake sediment units, only one, the Wrenshall, has
been named as a member. Oxidized till color is generally reddishbrown. Higher clay content is associated with redder color. Clast
types in Barnum Formation tills and their associated outwash are
typical of Superior provenance. Carbonate fragments are present
in trace amounts, increasing in abundance in the younger members.
Fine-grained carbonate in the matrix increases even more notably
from older to younger.
		
Knife River member—Glacial sediment deposited by re-advancing ice
correlative to the Marquette phase advance in Michigan (Clayton,
1984; Farrand and Drexler, 1985; Carney, 1996; Breckenridge,
2007). Correlative with one or both of the Hanson Creek and
Douglas members of the Miller Creek Formation (Johnson,
1983).
Qkt		 Till deposits—Unsorted sediment having a clay matrix texture (Fig.
2). The matrix color is reddish-brown (2.5YR 4/4) where oxidized
and weak red (2.5YR 4/2) where unoxidized. Pebbles, cobbles,
and boulders are uncommon to rare. Primary carbonate clasts are
uncommon to rare, but the matrix of the till is very calcareous and
secondary carbonate nodules are common. Carbonate leaching
depth is less than 3 feet (1 meter). On steep slopes, till is
discontinuous and generally less than 15 feet (5 meters) thick.
On the Lake Superior coastal plain, it is thicker and may include
unsorted mudflow sediment of the same general appearance,
sloughed from the slopes above.
		
Wrenshall member—Lacustrine deposits of glacial Lake Superior,
stratigraphically beneath the Knife River member. Not exposed
in the study area.
Qwl		 Off-shore silt and clay lake deposits (shown only on cross
section)—Texture ranges from massive, almost pure clay, to
alternating clay-rich and silt-rich laminated beds. Thin, very
fine- and fine-grained sand layers occur locally. Clay layers are
typically red but in places are dark gray. Silt layers are gray
and may contain very fine-grained sand. Moderately to slightly
calcareous. Pebbles and cobbles are rare and are interpreted to
be dropstones. Description is based on observations in Carlton
County (Knaeble and Hobbs, 2009), outside the study area.
		
Moose Lake member—Glacial sediment deposited by re-advancing ice
associated with the Nickerson phase of the Superior lobe (Wright
and others, 1970; Wright, 1972).
Qmt		 Till deposits—Chiefly unsorted sediment commonly having a clay
loam to silty clay loam matrix texture (Fig. 2). The matrix color
is reddish-brown (2.5YR 4/4 to 5YR 4/4) where oxidized and dark
reddish-gray (5YR 4/2) where unoxidized. Pebbles, cobbles, and
boulders vary from rare to common, but the unit typically has
few clasts, most of which are small. Carbonate leaching depth
is commonly less than 5 feet (1.5 meters). Unit tends to be thin
and discontinuous on steep slopes.
		
Lakewood member—Glacial sediment deposited by re-advancing ice associated
with the Split Rock phase of the Superior lobe (Wright and others,
1970; Wright, 1972). Includes sorted sediment associated with
this advance.
Qlt		 Till deposits—Chiefly unsorted sediment, commonly having a loam
to silt loam matrix texture (Fig. 2). The matrix color is reddishbrown (5YR 4/4) where oxidized and dark reddish-gray (5YR
4/2) where unoxidized. Pebbles, cobbles, and boulders vary from
rare to abundant, but typically clasts are common. Carbonate
leaching is typically from 5 to 10 feet (1.5 to 3 meters). Areas of
sandy Cromwell Formation till are present at the surface within
the mapped area, where the Lakewood deposits are thin or absent
due to lack of deposition or subsequent erosion.
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Figure 1. Regional topography and maximum ice margins of recessional phases of the Superior
lobe, and the maximum extent of the St. Louis sublobe. Major meltwater channels are shown
in blue. Topography is shown by shading, and elevation is shown by color: brown indicates
the highest elevations and dark blue indicates the lowest (the surface of Lake Superior).
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Figure 2. Texture of the matrix fraction (less than
2 millimeters) of tills and of fine-grained lacustrine
sediment in the Duluth area (Duluth [Hobbs, 2009a],
Duluth Heights, and West Duluth [Hobbs, 2009b]
quadrangles). Lacustrine samples are from Barnum
Formation units Qll (not shown on the Duluth
Heights quadrangle) and Qwl , and a lacustrine
inclusion in unit Qkt. Lacustrine samples are shown
regardless of member in order to show the range of
lacustrine textures, and to demonstrate that adding
various amounts of such sediment to sediment of
Cromwell Formation texture can produce till textures
that are seen in the Barnum Formation.
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INDEX TO SURFICIAL STATEMAP QUADRANGLES
ALONG THE NORTH SHORE OF LAKE SUPERIOR IN THE
MISCELLANEOUS MAP SERIES
Castle Danger (M-144)
Duluth (M-187)
Duluth Heights (M-186)
French River–Lakewood (M-127)
Knife River (M-137)
Two Harbors (M-138)
West Duluth (M-188)
Every reasonable effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the factual data on which this map interpretation is based; however, the
Minnesota Geological Survey does not warrant or guarantee that there are no errors. Users may wish to verify critical information; sources
include both the references listed here and information on file at the offices of the Minnesota Geological Survey in St. Paul. In addition, effort
has been made to ensure that the interpretation conforms to sound geologic and cartographic principles. No claim is made that the interpretation
shown is rigorously correct, however, and it should not be used to guide engineering-scale decisions without site-specific verification.
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Shallow to bedrock—Quaternary sediment cover is thin, and the surface
topography is dominated by the bedrock topography. The average
thickness of Quaternary sediment is about 5 feet (1.5 meters), but
ranges from 0 to about 10 feet (3 meters), due to the irregularity
of the mapped bedrock surface. A fringe of shallow bedrock
surrounds every bedrock outcrop, but is mapped only where it
occupies a substantial area.
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Cromwell Formation—Glacial sediment of Superior provenance deposited
by the Superior lobe. Includes related deposits reworked by
meltwater and gravity. This formation is comprised of deposits
related to two phases of the Superior lobe: the St. Croix phase and
the Automba phase re-advance. Based on data from adjacent areas,
till of the Automba phase generally contains less sand, more silt,
and slightly more clay than St. Croix-phase till. The difference
is not distinct or consistent enough to define separate members.
The materials on this map assigned to the Cromwell Formation
are considered to be deposits of the Automba phase, yet in a few
places St. Croix-phase deposits may be at the surface, where
erosion stripped away the overlying Automba-phase materials.
Some Cromwell Formation deposits are covered by thin, unmapped
loess.
Qco		 Outwash deposits—Fine- to coarse-grained sand and fine- to
coarse-grained gravel; moderately to moderately-well sorted;
generally stratified; carbonate typically is leached to the full depth
of exposures. Deposited by meltwater from Automba-phase ice.
Some of the outwash was deposited in valleys still used by modern
drainage; other deposits are isolated, flat patches. The area of
outwash east of Duluth International Airport may have formed as
a delta built into a glacial lake, but no exposures are available.
Qcl		 Glacial lake deposits—Unbedded silt loam where sampled; may
also include clay loam in places. Minor sand, rare granules and
pebbles. Dark brown (7.5YR 3/2) where unoxidized; slightly to
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moderately calcareous where unleached. Deposited in shallow
basins, partly held in by stagnant ice. The largest area of this
unit is under Duluth International Airport.
Ice-contact deposits—Sand, gravelly sand, and cobbly gravel;
contains boulders; may be capped by or include interbeds of till;
deformation features such as collapsed and faulted bedding may
be evident. Tends to form irregular hills; probably deposited by
meltwater on and against stagnant ice.
Till deposits—Chiefly unsorted sediment having a loam, sandy loam,
or silt loam matrix texture (Fig. 2). The matrix color is brown
to reddish-brown (5YR to 7.5YR 4/4) where oxidized and dark
reddish-gray (5YR 4/2) where unoxidized. Pebbles, cobbles, and
boulders are uncommon to abundant. In places unit may include
small bodies of bedded sediment at or near the surface. Carbonate
leaching is generally greater than 10 feet (3 meters). Unleached
till is only slightly to moderately calcareous.
Older Quaternary deposits (shown only on cross section)—Not
observed or sampled. Shown in bedrock depressions on the
premise that older deposits are more likely to be preserved there.
Provenance could be either Rainy or Superior, or both.
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The Duluth area was glaciated many times in the Quaternary epoch, which
comprises roughly the last 2 million years of Earth's history. During glacial periods,
ice lobes emanated from the Laurentide ice sheet and advanced into the study
area, mainly from the northeast. The lobe that followed the Lake Superior basin,
and in large part created it, is called the Superior lobe. The basin is floored with
Mesoproterozoic sedimentary rocks, which are soft compared to the surrounding
igneous rocks. Differential erosion over many glaciations has greatly deepened
the basin. The nearby Rainy lobe (named after Rainy Lake) also advanced from
the northeast, but over the higher-elevation rocky terrain northwest of the Superior
basin (Wright, 1972).
Glacial provenance refers to the general assemblage of rock fragments
eroded from bedrock and sediment in the glacier's source area and deposited over
the area covered by the ice. The specific composition of deposits varies from
place to place. Superior provenance is recognized by rocks of the Keweenawan
Supergroup, which consist of red sandstone and siltstone from the Lake Superior
basin and igneous rocks on the northwestern side of the basin. The igneous
rocks consist mostly of mafic rocks (basalt and gabbro) and red felsic rocks
differentiated from the same source magma. However, Superior provenance also
includes granites and metamorphic rocks from the Canadian Shield, and minor
carbonate rocks, possibly from the Hudson Bay lowland. Most glacial deposits
include locally-derived rocks and sediment in addition to the general provenance,
but the Keweenawan Supergroup is the local bedrock in the Duluth area; thus the
stone assemblage of the tills in this area is dominated by black and red rocks.
The very coarse-grained sand fraction (1-2 millimeters) of many of the samples
was classified and counted (Hobbs, 1998), and most samples contain more than
90 percent Keweenawan fragments. The matrix (less than 2 millimeters) of the
tills is dominated by reddish sand, silt, and clay, derived chiefly from the red
sedimentary rocks of the Lake Superior basin.
Sediment of Rainy provenance is dominated by igneous and metamorphic
rocks of the Canadian Shield. However, the clast assemblage can locally include
abundant Keweenawan igneous rock fragments over and near an outcrop area
of Keweenawan igneous rocks, and in those places the assemblage of the Rainy
lobe can be similar to the Superior lobe. But in the Rainy lobe, red sedimentary
rocks are rare and the matrix is gray to brown rather than reddish-brown. All of
the glacial sediment examined in surface samples and soil borings in the Duluth
area had Superior clast assemblages; however, some Rainy-provenance sediment
may lie hidden in the subsurface.
All of the examined glacial sediment in the Duluth area was deposited during
the last glaciation, known as the Wisconsinan glaciation or Wisconsin Episode.
Sediments from the early half of the glaciation have not been recognized, so
only the late Wisconsinan, or Michigan Subepisode is shown on the correlation
chart. Episode terminology is from Hansel and Johnson (1996). Evidence of
pre-Wisconsin ice advances has been identified in adjacent regions (Knaeble,
2009), but it appears that in the mapped area these older deposits were partially
or totally eroded and covered by later glaciations.
The first glacier to enter the area during the Michigan Subepisode was
the combined Rainy and Superior lobes, which advanced as far as west-central
Minnesota. Following the glacial maximum, both lobes retreated, but not as a
single unit: the Rainy lobe retreated more quickly, and the Superior lobe expanded
into areas that had been occupied by the Rainy lobe. The retreat of both lobes
was punctuated by readvances, each less extensive than the previous one.
At least five distinct phases of Superior lobe advance and retreat resulted in
a series of deposits grouped into the Barnum and Cromwell Formations. Ice of
the first, or St. Croix phase, built the St. Croix moraine that extended from the
Twin Cities through St. Cloud and into central Minnesota, and covered the area
with red sandy till (Wright, 1972). There is some evidence of Superior-lobe ice
beyond the St. Croix moraine, but it is not clear if this constitutes a separate
phase. The ice margin then retreated into the Superior basin. At that position,
meltwater from the ice collected in the depression between the ice and the side
of the basin, forming a series of ice-marginal lakes, connected by meltwater
channels. Deltas from these lakes are still preserved northeast of Duluth (Hobbs,
2002). A second advance, the Automba phase (Fig. 1; Wright, 1972), followed
a more western and northern path than the St. Croix-phase ice as it flowed into
areas once covered by the Rainy lobe. As a result, flow direction in the Duluth
area switched about 90°, from southwest (parallel to the long axis of the Lake
Superior basin) to northwest (spilling out of the basin). Both phases deposited
till of the Cromwell Formation (unit Qct), but most if not all of the surface till
was deposited in the Automba phase.
The ice then retreated into the Lake Superior basin again, perhaps as far
back as Two Harbors, this time opening a larger lake. As ice readvanced for the
third time, it incorporated lacustrine silt and clay, resulting in Lakewood till (unit
Qlt) with a larger silt and clay content than till of the previous phases. This has
been termed the Split Rock advance (Wright, 1972). Lakewood till forms a band
along the upper slope of the Superior basin in the Duluth area. The ice surface
was apparently not high enough to spill out of the basin as the Automba advance
had done. But where the basin rim is lower to the southwest, the till extends as
far as west-central Pine County (Fig. 1; assuming that unit Qsf of Knaeble and
others, 2001 was deposited by this same advance).
The last three readvances incorporated significant amounts of glacial
lake sediment. They have been grouped into the Barnum Formation, which is
distinguished from the Cromwell Formation by its lower sand content (Wright
and others, 1970). Compare the samples of the Cromwell Formation (unit Qct)
with the samples of the Barnum Formation (units Qlt, Qmt, and Qkt) on Figure 2.
Each advance deposited a finer-grained till than the previous advance.

After the ice of the Split Rock phase retreated, ice of the St. Louis sublobe
advanced from the northwest into glacial Lakes Aitkin I and Upham I west and
northwest of Duluth. Although ice of this advance did not reach the study area
(Fig. 1), its meltwater affected the area indirectly. As St. Louis-sublobe ice melted,
the lowland that it had filled became glacial Lake Aitkin-Upham II, which drained
down the St. Louis River towards Lake Superior. Water from very high, early
stages of proto-glacial Lake Agassiz overflowed into glacial Lake Aitkin-Upham
II, and may have entered the Lake Superior basin at times when it was not filled
with ice (Hobbs, 1983). Retreat from the Split Rock phase had opened up a larger
Lake Superior than before. Its extent is not well known, but the lake must have
been large enough and deep enough to accumulate a considerable amount of clay.
The next advance, the Nickerson phase, deposited a clayey till (Moose Lake till,
unit Qmt), which forms a band along the edge of the Lake Superior basin in the
Duluth area inside and lower than the band of Lakewood till (unit Qlt). At the
maximum extent, its ice blocked drainage coming down the St. Louis River and
diverted flow south along the ice front, forming a series of drainage channels in
Carlton County (generalized in Fig. 1). As ice retreated east, meltwater eventually
flowed into glacial Lake Superior (Knaeble and Hobbs, 2009).
The Portage outlet near Moose Lake in Carlton County and the Brule outlet to
the east in Wisconsin may initially have been open simultaneously to control the
lake level. Eventually the Brule outlet cut down to a lower level and the Portage
outlet was abandoned (Clayton, 1984; Farrand and Drexler, 1985; Carney, 1996).
This level has been called glacial Lake Duluth, but here it is called the Duluth
phase of glacial Lake Superior because it is merely a different level of a lake
in the same basin. The only distinct strandline in the Duluth area is a wave-cut
bench at the Duluth level. The break in slope is about 1,070 feet (326 meters)
elevation. As the retreating ice uncovered lower ground on the Upper Peninsula
of Michigan, the lake drained through lower outlets and created a series of stages
below the Duluth level. Water coming down the St. Louis River cut into the
earlier lake sediments and built a sandy delta in the Fond du Lac–New Duluth
area, when the lake was still higher than its current level. Other deltas may have
been built farther out in the lake basin as the water dropped below its present
level. As the ice melted out of the whole basin, glacial Lake Agassiz water began
to spill out of its eastern side into Lake Nipigon, which then drained into Lake
Superior. This event occurred while the water level was below its present level
in the Duluth area.
In a final phase (Fig. 1) correlated with the Marquette phase in northern
Michigan, Superior-lobe ice advanced at about 10,000 radiocarbon years before
present (Clayton, 1984; Farrand and Drexler, 1985; Breckenridge, 2007). Like its
predecessors, ice advanced into a proglacial lake and deposited a till finer-grained
than the previous till (Knife River till, unit Qkt). The resulting till is so clayey that
the author suspects that it includes some admixed glacial Lake Agassiz clay that had
been deposited in Lake Superior during the previous recession. The Knife River
till did not reach high enough on the basin walls to cover the Duluth strandline,
but it may have obliterated lower wave-cut benches. Ice retreated rapidly from
the region, leaving no identifiable evidence of subsequent lake sediment in the
Duluth Heights quadrangle. Lack of lower strandlines cut into the Knife River till
may reflect rapid retreat and drawdown of the lake; alternatively, it may indicate
that the clay till was not firm enough to maintain a wave-cut notch.
Lake Superior continued to drop until it reached a level hundreds of feet
below its current level in the Duluth area. It has undergone major fluctuations
since then. Downward fluctuations were driven by erosion of outlet streams.
Upward ones were driven by postglacial uplift of the outlets, including the Sault
St. Marie outlet of Lake Superior, and of outlets from the lower Great Lakes, as
the continent slowly rebounds from the weight of the former ice sheet. In the
Duluth area, the lake has been below its current level for most of postglacial time,
except for the Nipissing level in the mid-Holocene epoch, which was approximately
equal to the current level (Farrand and Drexler, 1985). The St. Louis River has
thus alternatively been a downcutting stream and a drowned valley, as it is today.
The water is still rising in the Duluth area at the rate of about 2 centimeters per
decade (Farrand and Drexler, 1985).
A bay-mouth bar or barrier beach (Minnesota Point) has been built across the
St. Louis River estuary. Its sand was supplied by waves and longshore currents.
It may be migrating landward as the lake level rises. Rices Point is believed to
be a remnant of a similar bar formed during the Nipissing stage of the lake (C.E.
Larsen, unpub. data).
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Geologic contact—Approximately located.
Bedrock outcrop—Undivided; from Miller and Green (2008).
Flute—A streamlined hill or ridge formed at the base of moving ice and commonly surfaced by subglacial sediment. Related to
the Highland Flutes of Wright (1972), which are described as partly cored by bedrock. Arrow shows the inferred direction
of ice movement; the length of the arrow is approximately equivalent to flute length. Flutes that point approximately
northwest are interpreted to have been formed by ice of the Automba phase; flutes with a southwest orientation were
probably formed during the St. Croix phase.
Flow direction of a meltwater stream—Occurs in sand and gravel deposits. The arrow points in the general direction that
glacial meltwater once flowed.
Stream-cut scarp—Marks the approximate boundary of a former glacial meltwater channel. Where paired, scarps bound streamscoured areas. The scarp line is drawn near the top of the slope, with the ticks pointing down slope. Till deposits down
slope of scarps are fluvially scoured and are mantled in places by sand and gravel too thin and patchy to map separately.
Boundaries of alluvium and outwash are commonly at scarps and are not shown by a scarp symbol on the map.
Glacial lake strandline, Duluth level—Formed by waves in glacial Lake Superior when the water level was about 470 feet (143
meters) above the modern Lake Superior level. Consists of a tread and a riser cut into the side of the Lake Superior basin.
There is no sandy beach. Instead, the tread of the strandline is a narrow shelf covered with cobbles and boulders.
Buried sand and gravel deposits (inferred)—Areas where sand and gravel is covered by till of the Lakewood member and/or
Cromwell Formation. The sand and gravel may have formed as delta deposits where meltwater streams entered glacial
Lake Superior at a much higher level than current lake level.
Location of soil boring with samples—Maximum depth 14 feet (4 meters).
Location of soil boring without samples—Refusal at shallow depth.
Location of material sample—Texture analysis and description.
Location of material observation—Description but no sample.
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